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Abstract Prokaryotic organisms preferentially utilize
less energetically costly amino acids in highly expressed
genes. Studies have shown that the proteome of Saccharomyces cerevisiae also exhibits this behavior, but only in
broad terms. This study examines the question of metabolic
efficiency as a proteome-shaping force at a finer scale,
examining whether trends consistent with cost minimization as an evolutionary force are present independent of
protein function and amino acid physicochemical property,
and consistently with respect to amino acid biosynthetic
costs. Inverse correlations between the average amino acid
biosynthetic cost of the protein product and the levels of
gene expression in S. cerevisiae are consistent with natural
selection to minimize costs. There are, however, patterns of
amino acid usage that raise questions about the strength
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(and possibly the universality) of this selective force in
shaping S. cerevisiae’s proteome.
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Introduction
Functional selection is typically considered to be the
dominant force shaping proteome evolution. Mutations that
give rise to changes in protein structure can lead to alterations of function that affect fitness (Nei 1975). An
evolutionary force that is less gene-centric and more global
in nature, metabolic efficiency, recently has been shown to
influence prokaryotic proteome evolution (Akashi and
Gojobori 2002; Heizer Jr. et al. 2006; Swire 2007). Relationships between the expressivity and the average amino
acid biosynthetic cost of an organism’s proteins have been
put forth as evidence of metabolic efficiency as a proteome-wide evolutionary force. Highly expressed proteins
would be expected to avoid the use of biosynthetically
expensive amino acids and preferentially utilize biosynthetically inexpensive amino acids.
Others have searched for evidence of this selective force
in eukaryotes (Urrutia and Hurst 2003; Seligmann 2003;
Kahali et al. 2007; Swire 2007) but have limited their
analysis to single proxies for expressivity (Swire actually
avoided the use of expression data altogether), have
employed the use of protein biosynthesis cost measures
that are not specific to the species under study, and have
not determined whether the effects are limited to specific
amino acids (hydrophobic vs. hydrophylic) or to proteins
from specific functional categories (though Kahali et al.
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did show that it was independent of protein secondary
structure, and Swire did show consistency across functional
categories for one organism, S. cerevisiae). The work
described here examines in detail the question of whether
metabolic efficiency affects proteome evolution and
employs multiple surrogates for expressivity, determines if
the effects are independent of amino acid physicochemical
property and protein function, and explicitly considers the
differences in amino acid biosynthetic costs associated
with both aerobic and anaerobic metabolism in yeast. The
results reveal the existence of significant and persistent
trends in amino acid usage. Some of these trends are
consistent with an evolutionary pressure to reduce the
metabolic cost for proteins. Others raise new questions
about the universality of such a selective force in the yeast
proteome.

Methods
While a useful concept in the abstract, ‘‘expressivity’’ is
difficult to quantify—especially on a proteome-wide scale.
For this reason six separate predictors of expressivity were
employed: protein abundance, transcript abundance, and
adherence to codon usage bias, under both aerobic and
anaerobic growth conditions. All comparisons between
biosynthetic cost and expressivity were performed using
like data (i.e., aerobic cost vs. aerobic expression data and
anaerobic cost vs. anaerobic expression data).

Transcript Abundance Data
Aerobic transcript abundance data were obtained from the
supplementary materials of Holstege et al. (1998). Anaerobic transcript abundance data were obtained from the
Gene Expression Omnibus (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/
geo/), accession number GSE5926. The study measured
anaerobic transcriptional response to weak organic acids in
chemostat cultures of S. cerevisiae. Reference (untreated)
data were utilized in this study (average expression values
of three reference data sets).

Adherence to Codon Usage Bias
Each gene’s adherence to synonymous codon usage bias
was established by calculating the degree to which the gene
has adapted its codon usage to that exhibited by highly
expressed genes. A codon adaptation index (CAI) value
was determined for each gene in the S. cerevisiae genome
using the techniques developed by Sharp and LI (1987).
The set of highly expressed genes utilized to determine the
relative adaptiveness (or weight) for each codon was the
top 1% of genes drawn from the respective transcript
abundance data (aerobic transcript abundance for aerobic
CAI and anaerobic transcript abundance for anaerobic
CAI). Transcript abundance was chosen over protein
abundance due to the relatively small number of proteins
with anaerobic expression values (626; see Protein Abundance Data, above).

Protein Abundance Data
Aerobic protein abundance data were drawn from the
supplemental material of analysis by Ghaemmaghami et al.
(2003). This study grew 1.7-ml cultures in a 96-well format
to log phase. Sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS)-polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE)/western blot analysis
was utilized to examine total cell extracts.
Anaerobic transcript abundance data were obtained from
the Gene Expression Omnibus (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.
gov/geo/), accession number GSM177360. The study performed a quantitative proteomic analysis of anaerobic and
aerobic yeast cultures. The results were in the form of a
protein expression ratio (anaerobic/aerobic). For this work,
expression values for each protein were determined by
multiplying the aerobic expression data described above
(as generated by Ghaemmaghami et al. 2003] by the protein expression ratio. Proteins shown to be expressed under
aerobic-only conditions were set to 0. Likewise, proteins
shown to be expressed under anaerobic-only conditions
were set to 0, as a ratio multiplication of aerobic data
would be meaningless. The total number of proteins with
anaerobic expression data was 626.
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Sequence Data
Sequence data were obtained from the National Center for
Biotechnology Information (NCBI; http://www.ncbi.nih.
gov/Genomes/) for all 16 chromosomes of S. cerevisiae
(Goffeau et al. 1996). Genes with fewer than 100 codons
(not including the start and stop codon) were removed from
consideration to minimize sampling effects and potential
length biases (Eyre-Walker 1996).
Genes that were recent additions to the genome (horizontally transferred) were removed from consideration
since they may not reflect yeast’s codon usage bias (dos
Reis et al. 2003). The techniques employed by GarciaVallvé et al. (2003) were utilized to identify candidates for
horizontal gene transfer (HGT). While it has been shown
that eukaryotes experience HGT (Jain et al. 1999), it has
been noted that the GC content in yeast is unusually malleable (genes acquired by HGT are expected to yield
rapidly to the factors that govern GC-content trends in
yeast’s genome), such that all genes that have been horizontally transferred may not have been identified by this
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approach (Hall et al. 2005). In summary, genes that are
extraneous in terms of GC content and codon usage
(excluding highly expressed genes and those that code for
proteins that deviate from organismal amino acid content)
were considered candidates for HGT. Clusters of high- or
low-GC-content genes (identified by a sliding 11-gene
window) were also considered likely to have been
acquired. In this implementation the GC-content values
(GCT, GC1, GC2, and GC3) were determined by considering all chromosomes combined. This was due to the
relatively uniform GC content found across the chromosomes (l = 38.4%, r = 0.36%).
To prevent oversampling effects, only one paralogue
was retained from each set of paralogous genes. Paralogues
were identified using unfiltered BLAST (http://www.ncbi.
nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) searches (Altschul et al. 1990)
against the S. cerevisiae proteome. Proteins with [60%
amino acid identity in these proteomic searches were
considered to be paralogous. Only the single paralogue
with the highest expression level (as predicted by CAI) was
retained. Analysis was performed both with and without
genes containing introns, with similar results. Genes (304)
containing introns were included in this study. A total of
4459 genes were included in this study after culling was
completed (of 5858 coding sequences initially considered,
320 were removed due to being \100 codons, 671 due to
likelihood of relatively recent HGT, 403 due to membership in paralogue clusters, and 5 because of differences
between the predicted amino acid sequence of the gene and
the amino acid sequence provided in the accompanying
GenBank file).

Protein Production Cost
The approach taken to calculate biosynthetic costs was first
employed by Craig and Weber (1998), and by Akashi and
Gojobori (2002), and it exploited the near-universality of
biosynthetic pathways to determine the number of highenergy phosphate bonds (*PO4) required to synthesize
amino acids. To ensure that the results reflect actual biosynthetic costs to the organism, the energy lost (that could
have been produced if the precursors had not been removed
from energy metabolism) is added to the total number of
high-energy phosphate bonds expended. The majority of
amino acid synthesis cost can be attributed to potential
energy lost by diverting metabolic intermediates to amino
acid production. Wagner (2005) performed this analysis for
both fermentative and respiratory conditions for the S.
cerevisiae proteome, and the values he derived are utilized
in this work. It should be noted that the conversion of
reducing power to the common currency of high-energy
phosphate bonds is not straightforward under anaerobic

respiration. Wagner’s calculations assume 0H per ATP
(under ethanol fermentation). There are alternative pathways for amino acid production (http://pathway.
yeastgenome.org/biocyc/), however, their costs tend to be
similar to those described here (Tables 1 and 2). The
protein production costs were determined by calculating
the average (per amino acid) number of high-energy
phosphate bonds (*PO4) required for the synthesis of the
protein’s constituent amino acids. The biosynthesis costs
associated with start codons were not considered, as these
costs are constant across all proteins. Similarly, stop
codons do not code for an amino acid and were not
included in the analysis.

Statistical Analyses
To compare the average biosynthetic cost of S. cerevisiae’s
proteins and their three expressivity measures (CAI, transcript abundance, and protein abundance), a Spearman
(1904) rank correlation was performed (significance set at
a = 0.05). To determine whether the effects of cost
selection are experienced by proteins independent of their
function, correlations between average amino acid biosynthetic cost and expression level were determined on
genes in each of the 15 functional categories (as listed in
the Comprehensive Yeast Genome Database [Güldener
et al. 2005]). Those genes that were labeled ‘‘classification
not yet clear-cut’’ or ‘‘unclassified proteins’’ or that were in
functional categories containing fewer than 50 genes were
excluded.
Individual amino acid usage was examined to determine
whether cost selection is experienced consistently across
all amino acids (biosynthetically inexpensive amino acids
should exhibit preferential use in highly expressed genes,
while biosynthetically expensive amino acids should
exhibit avoidance). To determine whether amino acid
usage is consistent with biosynthetic cost, a Spearman rank
correlation was calculated between the gene’s usage of
each amino acid and the gene’s expression level. A MantelHaenszel (1959) test was used to determine whether
functional category was a confounding factor in the amino
acid usage analysis. The Mantel-Haenszel test stratifies the
amino acid usage data by functional category into 2 9 2
contingency tables where the counts of the amino acid (for
a given functional category) are reported as highly or
weakly expressed, and as a count of the target amino acid
and a count of all other amino acids. Genes falling below
the median expression value were designated ‘‘weakly
expressed,’’ while those falling above the median were
designated ‘‘highly expressed.’’ The threshold for significance for both tests was set at a = 0.05 with a sequential
Bonferroni correction.
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Table 1 Amino acid usage versus aerobic expression data across the entire proteome
Amino acid

Aerobic cost

Transcript abundance

Protein abundance

CAI

rS

Z

rS

Z

rS

Z

Glu

09.5

-0.01

-00.8

?0.12***

?13.5***

?0.11***

?13.0***

Gln

10.5

-0.08***

-01.5

-0.08***

-02.2

-0.10***

-01.3

Ala

14.5

?0.42***

?38.9***

?0.36***

?26.6***

?0.34***

?31.0***

Gly

14.5

?0.31***

?29.6***

?0.23***

?15.9***

?0.18***

?12.4***

Pro

14.5

-0.04

-01.1

-0.09***

-09.9***

-0.05*

-06.0***

Ser

14.5

-0.26***

-16.8***

-0.29***

-25.5***

-0.29***

-26.4***

Asp
Asn

15.5
18.5

-0.04
-0.32***

-02.4
-23.7***

?0.07***
-0.27***

?07.6***
-17.3***

?0.15***
-0.23***

?14.1***
-15.8***

Arg

20.5

-0.11***

-06.9***

-0.12***

-07.7***

-0.18***

-11.6***

Thr

21.5

-0.03

?01.2

-0.07**

-04.4***

-0.03

-00.3

Cys

26.5

-0.14***

-07.4***

-0.09***

-05.4***

-0.14***

-12.4***

His

29.0

-0.13***

-05.1***

-0.12***

-08.7***

-0.06**

-03.0*

Val

29.0

?0.30***

?20.6***

?0.27***

?15.6***

?0.22***

?12.4***

Lys

36.0

?0.00

-03.5*

?0.04

?04.5***

?0.09***

?06.7***

Met

36.5

-0.00

?03.0*

-0.08***

-03.3*

-0.05*

-00.3

Leu

37.0

-0.14***

-11.5***

-0.07**

?00.1

-0.17***

-10.9***

IIe

38.0

-0.10***

-08.4***

-0.03

-00.5

-0.07***

-04.9***

Tyr

59.0

-0.05*

-01.2

-0.02

-01.5

?0.00

?02.2

Phe

61.0

-0.04

?01.7

-0.02

-1.44

?0.01

?0.09

Trp

75.5

-0.01

?03.4*

-0.03

-00.9

?0.01

?02.4

Note: Aerobic cost—high-energy phosphate bonds (*PO4); CAI—codon adaptation index; rS—Spearman rank correlation between amino acid
abundance and expression data; Z—Mantel-Haenszel Z-score. Amino acids sorted according to aerobic cost. Costs taken from Wagner (2005).
* p \ 0.05, ** p \ 0.005, and *** p \ 0.0005, sequential Bonferroni test, two-tailed

Results
Correlation Between Gene Expressivity and Amino
Acid Production Cost
Statistically significant negative Spearman rank correlations (p \ 0.05; Table 3, overall values; Fig. 1) were found
between all expression measures (degree to which translationally preferred codons are used, degree of transcript
abundance, and degree of protein abundance) and the
average biosynthetic cost per encoded amino acid for both
aerobic and anaerobic pathways in S. cerevisiae.

proteins into 1 of 15 different functional categories. Significance is determined in the traditional manner by
calculating a t-statistic based on the Spearman rank correlation coefficient and the number of proteins in the
analysis. The t-statistic is then used to determine a p-value.
No single category appears to be responsible for the correlation between the expression data and the average amino
acid production cost (Table 4). All 15 categories exhibited
either negative or statistically insignificant correlations
between the average amino acid cost and the expression
measures.

Correlation Between Expressivity and Cost in
Functional Categories

Correlation Between Gene Expressivity and Cost
in Hydrophilic, Hydrophobic, and Ambivalent Amino
Acids

To demonstrate whether cost selection is experienced by
proteins independent of their function, the protein data
have been separated by functional category (as determined
using the Comprehensive Yeast Genome Database
[CYGD] [Güldener et al. 2005]). Spearman rank correlations were calculated for expression data vs. amino acid
metabolic cost, both aerobic and anaerobic, for the proteins
in each of the functional categories. The database classifies

To determine whether selection for cost is independent of
amino acid physicochemical property, the 20 common
amino acids were separated into three physicochemical
categories: hydrophilic, hydrophobic, and ambivalent.
Membership in each class was taken from Zubay (1998).
Hydrophobic amino acids are found primarily in the protein core, while hydrophilic amino acids tend to be polar
and charged amino acids. Ambivalent amino acids are
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Table 2 Amino acid usage versus anaerobic expression data across the entire proteome
Amino acid

Anaerobic cost

Transcript abundance

Protein abundance

CAI

rS

Z

rS

Z

rS

Z

Gly

01.0

?0.27***

?20.9***

?0.30***

?11.7***

?0.17***

?10.6***

Ser

01.0

-0.18***

-07.2***

-0.25***

-04.8***

-0.28***

-25.0***

Ala

02.0

?0.39***

?32.3***

?0.38***

?13.2***

?0.34***

?30.5***

Glu

02.0

-0.08

-06.5

?0.03

?00.8

?0.14***

?16.9***

Asp

03.0

-0.07

-04.2

?0.01

?01.0

?0.17***

?16.2***

Gln

03.0

-0.11***

-03.8

-0.11

-01.6

-0.06**

?01.8

Leu
Val

04.0
04.0

-0.09***
?0.27***

-05.9***
?17.0***

-0.20***
?0.16**

-04.5***
?04.2***

-0.18***
?0.22***

-11.7***
?11.9***

His

05.0

-0.09***

-04.0***

-0.02

-01.7

-0.07***

-04.0**

Asn

06.0

-0.30***

-19.9***

-0.23***

-06.4***

-0.20***

-12.6***

Pro

07.0

?0.05

?03.8

?0.03

?0.20

-0.09***

-09.5***

Tyr

08.0

?0.00*

?01.0

?0.00

?01.0

-0.00

?01.8

Thr

09.0

?0.03

?04.3

?0.02

-0.60

-0.05*

-02.2

Phe

10.0

?0.01

?02.0

-0.06

-2.83

-0.01

-1.04

Lys

12.0

-0.09

-12.4*

-0.09

-04.4***

?0.09***

?07.5***

Arg

13.0

-0.11***

-04.4***

-0.03

-00.7

-0.20***

-13.0***

Cys

13.0

-0.07***

-05.7***

-0.07

-02.1

-0.16***

-14.3***

Ile

14.0

-0.07***

-06.1***

-0.02

-02.4

-0.09***

-06.1***

Trp

14.0

?0.02

?02.5*

-0.09

-01.6

-0.01

?00.8

Met

24.0

?0.00

?03.1*

-0.04

-0.87

-0.06**

-00.6

Note: Anaerobic cost—high-energy phosphate bonds (*PO4); CAI—codon adaptation index; rS—Spearman rank correlation between amino
acid abundance and expression data; Z—Mantel-Haenszel Z-score. Amino acids sorted according to aerobic cost. Costs taken from Wagner
(2005). * p \ 0.05, ** p \ 0.005, and *** p \ 0.0005, sequential Bonferroni test, two-tailed
Table 3 Spearman rank correlations between aerobic/anaerobic costs and CAI, transcript abundance, and protein abundance for Saccharomyces
cerevisiae
Aerobic

Anaerobic

Overall

Hydrophilic

Hydrophobic

Ambivalent

Overall

Hydrophilic

Hydrophobic

Ambivalent

CAI
Protein abundance

-0.048**
-0.049*

?0.007
-0.023

-0.060***
-0.126***

-0.037**
-0.067***

-0.179***
-0.178***

-0.167***
-0.058

-0.073***
-0.037

-0.143***
-0.192***

Transcript abundance

-0.079***

?0.016

-0.143***

-0.110***

-0.132***

-0.031*

-0.094***

-0.133***

Note: CAI codon adaptation index. All values are Spearman rank correlation coefficients. * p \ 0.05; ** p \ 0.005; *** p \ 0.0005

amphipathic or borderline residues. A Spearman rank
correlation test was employed to determine whether cost
selection trends exist for amino acids in each of these three
classes (Table 3 and Fig. 2; Fig. 2 utilizes transcript
abundance only).
For the hydrophobic (Phe, Leu, Ile, Met, and Val) and
ambivalent (Trp, Tyr, Cys, Ala, Ser, Gly, Pro, and Thr)
amino acids, statistically significant negative correlations
between expressivity and amino acid cost were seen for all
but one of the expression measures and cost structures
(p \ 0.05; Table 3) (the exception was protein abundance
vs. anaerobic cost—hydrophobic amino acids). Hydrophilic
amino acids (His, Arg, Lys, Gln, Glu, Asn, and Asp),
however, display only two expression correlations that were

significant (anaerobic, CAI rS = -0.167, p \ 0.0005; and
anaerobic, transcript abundance rS = -0.031, p \ 0.05).
Amino Acid Utilization and Gene Expression Levels
The proportional usage of amino acids in proteins was
compared to expressivity to determine whether amino acid
usage was consistent with respect to biosynthetic cost
(Tables 1 and 2). These results are similar to those obtained
previously by one of the authors of this work (Akashi
2003). The findings are somewhat different in that the rS
values found herein are based on unbinned data and are,
therefore, smaller in magnitude, and the Mantel-Haenszel
test is stratified by a different set of functional categories
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26.5

26.0

Anaerobic Cost

25.5

6.6
6.5
6.4
6.3
6.2
6.1
-1

-0.5

Log CAI

0 -2

0

2 2

4

6

Log Transcript Abun. Log Protein Abun.

Fig. 1 Comparison of average aerobic and anaerobic cost in highenergy phosphate bonds (*PO4) and CAI, protein abundance, and
transcript abundance in Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Each point
represents binned protein data containing approximately one-twentieth of the proteome’s amino acids. The exact number varies slightly
among bins, to avoid dividing the amino acids for a single protein
between two bins. Error bars represent standard errors of the means of
the bins. X-axis values calculated separately for aerobic and anaerobic
data (e.g., aerobic expression data used in conjunction with aerobic
cost data)

(Güldener et al. 2005). Cases where the Spearman rank
correlation is not significant but the Mantel-Haenszel Z
statistic is significant (such as for Lys) can be explained by
the nature of the Mantel-Haenszel test. The test is used here

to determine whether trends that may be present are driven
by genes from a subset of the functional categories, not
whether (and to what extent) a correlation exists. Also, the
data used in the Mantel-Haenszel test are binary (2 9 2
contingency tables populated with target and nontarget
amino acid counts in highly expressed and weakly
expressed genes), whereas the Spearman rank correlations
are performed using a ranking on expression and average
cost data.
The results demonstrate that three low-cost amino acids
tend to increase in usage with expressivity, both overall
and within each of the 15 functional categories examined.
Ala, Gly, and Val exhibited statistically significant positive
trends (p \ 0.0005 for all rS and Mantel-Haenszel Z-scores
except for anaerobic/Val, using protein abundance, for
which p \ 0.005). Val is the most biosynthetically
expensive of these three, and there are four amino acids
whose costs (either aerobic or anaerobic) were less than
that of Val that did not follow expected trends (Tables 1
and 2). Cys, Arg, Asn, and Ser are biosynthetically inexpensive (aerobically less biosynthetically expensive than
Val) and have usage values that exhibited a significantly
negative trend with respect to expressivity (p \ 0.0005 for
both rS and Mantel-Haenszel Z-scores for all three
expression measures). Ser is biosynthetically inexpensive
(anaerobically less biosynthetically expensive than Val)
and has a usage value that exhibited a significantly negative
trend with respect to expression measures under anaerobic

Table 4 Spearman rank correlation within functional categories of Saccharomyces cerevisiae. Functional categories were obtained from the
Comprehensive Yeast Genome Database (Güldener et al. 2005)
Functional classification

Biogenesis of cellular components

Transcript abundance

Protein abundance

CAI

rS aerobic

rS anaerobic rS aerobic rS anaerobic rS aerobic rS anaerobic

-0.056

-0.092

-0.055

-0.225

?0.001

Cellular transport: transport facilitation and transport routes -0.045

-0.117

-0.105

-0.239

-0.068

-0.186***
-0.149*

Protein with binding function or cofactor requirement
(structural or catalytic)

-0.194**

-0.126

-0.075

NA

-0.106

-0.154*

Cell type differentiation

-0.003

-0.190

?0.144

NA

?0.038

-0.197**

Transcription

-0.088

-0.058

-0.048

NA

?0.023

-0.096

Metabolism

-0.177

-0.173

-0.267**

-0.206

-0.157

-0.183*

Protein fate (folding modification destination)
Interaction with the cellular environment

?0.014
?0.006

-0.167
-0.185

-0.064
?0.057

NA
NA

-0.046
-0.018

-0.228**
-0.168

-0.244*

Cell rescue: defense and virulence

-0.092

?0.023

NA

-0.105

-0.280***

Protein synthesis

-0.316*** -0.135

-0.293*

NA

-0.309**

-0.152

Cell cycle and DNA processing

-0.12

-0.053

NA

?0.116

-0.073

Energy

-0.522*** -0.410**

-0.389*

NA

-0.426**

-0.469***

Protein activity regulation

-0.058

-0.181

-0.171

NA

-0.012

-0.112

Cell fate

-0.301

-0.154

-0.145

NA

?0.022

?0.017

Cellular communication/signal transduction mechanism

NA

NA

NA

NA

?0.320

?0.181

-0.169

Note: CAI—codon adaptation index; NA—used for categories with fewer than 50; rS—Spearman rank correlation between amino acid biosynthetic cost and expressivity. * p \ 0.05, ** p \ 0.005, and *** p \ 0.0005, sequential Bonferroni test, two-tailed
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Hydrophilic

Hydrophobic
Aerobic Cost

38.8

39.2

Anaerobic Cost

38.5
-1

0.25

1.5

Ambivalent

20.5

22.7

20.0

21.8

19.5
-1

0.5

2

21.0
-1

9.0

6.8

4.90

8.7

6.6

4.55

8.4

1

2.5

4

6.4

1

2.5

4

4.20

1

0

2.5

1

4

Log Transcript Abundance

Fig. 2 Comparison of transcript abundance and average aerobic and
anaerobic cost in high-energy phosphate bonds (*PO4) among
hydrophilic, hydrophobic, and ambivalent amino acids in S. cerevisiae. Each point represents binned protein data containing
approximately one-twentieth of the proteome’s amino acids. The
exact number varies slightly among bins, to avoid dividing the amino
acids for a single protein between two bins. Error bars represent
standard errors of the means of the bins. X-axis values calculated
separately for aerobic and anaerobic data (e.g., aerobic expression
data used in conjunction with aerobic cost data)

overall amino acid biosynthetic costs of proteins rather
than estimates of expression levels as a predictor, Swire
showed that usage of expensive amino acids tends to
increase with overall protein cost (positive gradient), while
usage of inexpensive amino acids tends to decrease (negative gradient). Biases in expression estimates or amino
acid usage trends driven by structural constraints may
underlie the incongruence between Swire’s results and our
findings. In particular, aerobic amino acid costs are correlated with amino acid hydrophobicity scores (r = 0.52,
p = 0.02) (hydrophobicity values taken from Black and
Mould [1991]). If yeast proteins with high average
hydrophobicity consistently use amino acids that exhibit
high hydrophobicity (and proteins with low average
hydrophobicity consistently use amino acids with low
hydrophobicity), gradient consistency analysis may reveal
amino acid usage consistent with cost minimization. It
should also be noted that gradient consistency tests for the
S. cerevisiae proteome using anaerobic metabolic costs
show inconsistent amino acid usage (r2 = 0.08, p = 0.2)
(to make accurate comparisons with Swire results, the pvalue was calculated using Kendall’s tau nonparametric
approach).

Discussion
conditions (p \ 0.0005 for both rS and Mantel-Haenszel Zscores for all three expression measures). These unexpected negative trends were generally consistent across all
functional categories (as evidenced by the Mantel-Haenszel tests) but were not enough to nullify the overall trend in
the S. cerevisiae proteome of using less expensive amino
acids in highly expressed proteins (Table 3), suggesting
that the trend to biosynthetic conservation is driven primarily by small, aliphatic amino acids. With these three
amino acids removed the overall Spearman rank correlations between all six expression measures (transcript
abundance, protein abundance, and CAI, measured under
both aerobic and anaerobic conditions) and their respective
biosynthetic costs (aerobic and anaerobic) become significantly positive (?0.136, ?0.135, and ?0.091 [aerobic] and
?0.160, ?0.146, and ?0.123 [anaerobic] for CAI, protein
abundance, and transcript abundance, respectively;
p \ 0.0005 for all). Conservation of amino acid biosynthetic costs is considered equally in both aerobic and
anaerobic metabolic modes. This is reasonable in light of
the fact that these costs are highly correlated (r = 0.514,
p \ 0.05) (costs taken from Tables 1 and 2).
Consistency in Amino Acid Utilization
The inconsistencies in amino acid usage described above
differ markedly from the results of Swire (2007). Using

Evidence of selection for cost minimization may consist of
weak correlations (Table 3; see also Tables 1 and 2) and
subtle trends, globally, across the entire proteome (Fig. 1),
and such patterns can be obscured by competing evolutionary forces. The results described here, and in the work
of others (Kahali et al. 2007), show overall negative correlations between protein synthesis cost and expression
level in yeast (Table 3). Protein size varies inversely with
expressivity (Akashi 2003; Urrutia and Hurst 2003; Seligmann 2003), yielding a metabolic cost savings to the
organism. It is these trends that have been cited as evidence
that metabolic efficiency is a selective force at work
shaping proteome evolution in S. cerevisiae. However,
there is more to the story, in that some trends appear to be
inconsistent with a cost minimizing selective force. To the
extent possible (for continued protein functionality), one
would expect the cost minimization trends to be exhibited
across all amino acids, regardless of physicochemical
property and independent of protein functional category.
Utilization of metabolically inexpensive amino acids
should increase in highly expressed genes, while usage of
expensive amino acids should decrease. Indeed, this has
been shown to be true for prokaryotic proteomes (Akashi
and Gojobori 2002; Heizer Jr. et al. 2006).
The yeast proteome, however, exhibits some characteristics inconsistent with cost minimization. For example,
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when hydrophilic amino acids are considered, only two
of the correlations are significant (transcript abundance/
aerobic, rS = -0.03, p \ 0.05, and CAI/anaerobic, rS =
-0.167, p \ 0.0005, between biosynthetic cost and
expressivity; Table 3). The rest of the trends are not significant (p [ 0.05). A possible explanation for this
behavior is the predominance of ribosomal protein coding
genes in the set of highly expressed genes. Ribosomal
proteins interact with negatively charged RNA species and
this necessitates the utilization of an unusually large
number of positively charged amino acids such as Asp,
Glu, and Lys. The average mole percentages (22.1 mol%;
r = 4.8%) of these three amino acids is higher in proteins
involved in protein synthesis compared to all other yeast
proteins (19.8 mol%, r = 5.1%). Escherichia coli displays
a similar trend for protein synthesis proteins (e.g.,
17.5 mol% of Asp, Glu, and Lys; r = 3.7%) vs. for all
other E. coli proteins (15.0 mol%; r = 5.0%).
Along with the unusual biosynthetic cost vs. expressivity trends in hydrophilic amino acids, there are some
unexplained amino acid frequency relationships. The most
biosynthetically expensive amino acid (aerobic, Trp)
exhibits no significant trend in usage with respect to expressivity (Table 1; to be considered significant, both rS
and Mantel-Haenszel Z-score must be \0.05; not significant for all three expression measures). The most
biosynthetically expensive amino acid utilizing anaerobic
costs is Met, which also exhibits no significant trend
(Table 2). The other aromatic amino acids (Tyr and Phe)
which also are aerobically biosynthetically expensive
generally show no significant trend in usage vs. expression
data acquired under aerobic conditions (Tyr has a significant negative trend with respect to aerobic transcript
abundance; however, the Mantel-Haenszel statistic is not
significant, indicating that the trend is not consistent across
functional categories) (Tables 1 and 2). Additionally, there
are several amino acids with a low biosynthetic cost that
exhibit negative correlations with all three expressivity
measures (Ser for anaerobic costs and Arg, Asn, Cys, His,
and Ser, e.g., for aerobic) (Tables 1 and 2).
There are a number of possible explanations. One is that
the trend is driven by only a few highly variable amino
acids (i.e., Val, Gly, and Ala). The choice of replacement
amino acids may be more constrained in the complex
environments in which yeast and other eukaryotes find
themselves. There are more protein-to-protein interfaces
and more overall specificity requirements in eukaryotic
proteomes (Brocchieri and Karlin 2005; Warringer and
Blomberg 2006). With these three amino acids removed the
overall Spearman rank correlations between all six
expression measures (transcript abundance, protein abundance, and CAI, measured under both aerobic and
anaerobic conditions) and their respective biosynthetic
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costs (aerobic and anaerobic) become significantly positive. With Val, Gly, and Ala included in the analysis the
overall aerobic trends are -0.048, -0.049, and -0.079,
and the anaerobic trends are -0.179, -0.178, and -0.132,
for CAI, protein abundance, and transcript abundance,
respectively (p B 0.05 for all). With Val, Gly, and Ala
removed the trends become ?0.136, ?0.135, and ?0.091
(aerobic) and ?0.160, ?0.146, and ?0.123 (anaerobic) for
CAI, protein abundance, and transcript abundance,
respectively (p \ 0.0005 for all). The codons that code for
Val, Gly, and Ala are GTN, GGN, and GCN, respectively.
Akashi (2003) noted the strong positive trend in yeast for
these amino acids and showed that a similar trend for GNN
amino acids exists in Caenorhabditis elegans, Drosophila
melanogaster, E. coli, and Bacillus subtilis (Gutierrez et al.
1996). The fact that these amino acids do not contain
nitrogen or sulfur in their side chains may also be an
advantage. Furthermore, it is possible that unrecognized
synthetic, reclamation, or uptake mechanisms for an amino
acid produce a perceived cost to the organism that differs
substantially from its assumed biosynthetic cost. And factors other than properties of amino acids might underlie
some of the amino acid vs. expression trends in S. cerevisiae (e.g., the strong negative correlation for serine usage
with expression is mostly caused by reduced usage of the
twofold family in highly expressed genes; the fourfold
family shows a weak negative trend [Akashi 2003]). The
presence of alternative pathways for aerobic and anaerobic
lifestyles may also contribute to amino acid abundance
behavior. The cost variation among amino acids is lower
under anaerobic metabolism. Aerobic costs vary from 9.5
to 75.5 high-energy phosphate bonds, while anaerobic costs
are in the range of 1 to 24 (Tables 1 and 2). Lower cost
variability under anaerobic conditions should translate
directly to less selective advantage for utilization of lowercost amino acids (Gln, Phe, Trp, and Tyr aerobically and
Gln, Met, Phe, Thr, Trp, and Tyr anaerobically all have
nonsignificant changes in usage relative to all three measures of expressivity as determined by Spearman rank
correlation coefficients and Mantel-Haenszel Z-scores
[both must have p \ 0.05 to be considered significant];
Tables 1 and 2).
While the trend to biosynthetic conservation is somewhat limited by physicochemical property (hydrophilic
amino acids do not consistently follow the selection-forcost trend; Table 3) and inconsistent with respect to amino
acid usage (trends are driven primarily by small, aliphatic
amino acids; Tables 1 and 2), the effects do appear to be
relatively consistent across functional category. Correlations in all functional categories for all expression
measures between biosynthetic cost and expressivity were
either significantly negative or not significant (for functional categories with more than 50 genes, see Table 4).
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Trends are also consistent between aerobic and anaerobic
growth conditions. Overall Spearman rank correlations are
significant and negative for aerobic biosynthetic costs vs.
all aerobic expression measures, and for anaerobic costs vs.
all anaerobic expression data (aerobic cost vs. aerobic
expression data, rS = -0.048, -0.049 and -0.079 for CAI,
protein abundance, and transcript abundance, respectively,
and p \ 0.005, \0.05, and \0.0005; anaerobic cost vs.
anaerobic expressivity, rS = -0.179, -0.178, and -0.132
for CAI, protein abundance, and transcript abundance,
respectively, with all p-values \0.0005; Table 3).
Of note are the generally stronger negative trends in the
anaerobic data (all but two of the Spearman rank correlations are higher for anaerobic biosynthetic cost vs.
anaerobic expression data; Table 3). This could be related
to S. cerevisiea’s strong preference for fermentation over
oxidative phosphorylation (Dickinson and Schweizer
1999). It is difficult to draw clear conclusions regarding
comparisons between the aerobic and the anaerobic data, as
aerobic and anaerobic amino acid biosynthetic costs are
themselves correlated (r = 0.514, p \ 0.05). E. coli and B.
subtilis are facultative as well, and this relationship could
have a bearing on them as it does in yeast. Many of the
observed statistically significant correlations explain less
than 5% of the variance in the available data, implying that
selection for preferred codons is relatively weak and
requires a genome-wide analysis to be detected. This is not
surprising given the rough estimates of expression and
other factors (especially functional constraint) that affect
amino acid usage. We attempted to account for effects of
anaerobic costs on aerobic comparisons (and vice versa);
partial correlations were performed to control for cost and
expression data from alternative lifestyles, but all trends
became nonsignificant (data not shown).
Given these mixed results, cost minimization would
appear, at best, to be a weak selective force in yeast (all rS
values B 0.192 in magnitude; Table 3) that is easily
obscured by other influences. Examples of such influences
could include those related to constraints on amino acid
usage due to the complexity of eukaryotic systems,
avoidance of nitrogen and sulfur containing amino acids,
and the predominant usage in highly expressed genes of
one family of codons (for instance, the twofold family
over the fourfold). It is also possible that the cost minimization trend is simply a vestige of a time when
S. cerevisiae was more actively maintaining cost minimization. Other factors such as translational selection,
folding efficiency, and perhaps even the differences
between perceived and calculated biosynthetic cost also
could play important roles. Expression data available
today (transcript abundance, protein abundance, and
codon usage bias) are approximations of the underlying
protein production rates. It may be difficult to determine

the contribution of amino acid cost minimization to
S. cerevisiae without more accurate estimates of both
costs and expression rates.
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